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ABSTRACT

Comparing the Health Effects of Different Energy Sources
Keynote Address

International Symposium on Health Effects
of Different Sources of Energy
Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A. •

June 2 2 - 2 6 , 1981

Assessing health impacts of different energy sources requires synthesis

of research results from many different disciplines into a rational framework.

Information is often scanty; qualitatively different risks, or energy systems

with substantially different end uses, must be put on a common footing.

Historically institutional constraints have inhibited agencies from making incisive

intercompstr.isons. necessary for formulating energy policy; this has exacerbated

public controversy'over appropriate energy sources.

Risk assessment methods reviewed include examples drawn from work of the

Biomedical and Environmental Assessment Division at Brookhaven National Laboratory

and elsewhere. Uncertainty over the mechanism and size of air pollution health

damage is addressed through a probabilistic health-damage function, using

sulfate-narticle exposure as an indicator. This facilitates intercomparison

ApBlysis of each step in the whole fuel cycle between a typical coal
to*
clear powerplant. Occupational health impacts, a significant fraction

of overall damage, are illustrated by accident trends in coal mining. In

broadening comparisons to include new technologies, one must include the impact

of manufacturing the energy-producing device as part of an expanded fuel cycle,

via input/output methods. Throughout the analysis, uncertainties must be made

explicit in the results, including uncertainty of data and uncertainty in choice

of appropriate models and methods.

No single method of comparative risk assessment is fully satisfactory;
.... -., .•., :.: J.:'l!u'.«»W

each has its limitations. One needs to compare several methods if decision-making

is to be realistic.



Comparing the Health Effects of Different Energy Sources

Keynote Address

International Symposium on Health Impacts of Different Sources of Energy

Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A.

June 2 2 - 2 6 , 1981

With pleasure, on behalf of Dr. H. Mahler, Director-General of the World

Health Organization (WHO), Dr. M. Tolba, Executive Director of the United

Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP), and Dr. S. Eklund, Director-General of

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), I thank Dr. F. Bernthal and

Mr. L. Munz for their welcome to participants of their jointly sponsored

international Symposium on Health Impacts of Different Sources of Energy and

also the U.S., and specifically the U.S. Department of Energy and their

co-hosts Oak Ridge National Laboratory, for serving as hosts of this

symposium.

The three agencies concern themselves with the health effects of

different energy sources. WHO, specifically its Division of Environmental

Health, has been studying pollutants, many of them originating from energy

sources. WHO in collaboration with UNEP' has issued Environmental Health

Criteria reports, i.e., Oxides of Nitrogen, Photochemical Oxidanta, Sulfur

Oxides and has co-sponsored with IAEA a study on the Health Implications of

Nuclear Power Production. WHO has a small-scale study under way on comparison

of low levels of environmental pollutants from energy sources.

UNEP has begun a continuing review of the health and environmental

impacts of individual fuel cycles with the aid of International Panels of

Experts. UNEP has published reports on Fossil Fuels (1979), Nuclear

Energy (1979), and Renewable Sources of Energy (1980). A Comparative
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Assessment of Environmental Iapacta of Different Sources of Energy ia in

preparation. UNEiP also co-sponsored with the Beijer Institute, Stockholm, and

USSR Commission for UNEP, an International Workshop on Environmental

Implications and Strategies for Expanded Coal Utilization from which an

excellent report should be available soon.

IAEA has a strong interest in the technical base from which to assess

health consequences of the nuclear fuel cycle; it cooperates with other

agencies on such assessments, e.g., with the WHO Regional Office for Europe

and the UNEP Nuclear Fuel Cycle Panel.
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Assessment of the health Impacts of different energy sources requires the

cooperation of many disciplines. This symposium considers the diversity of

approaches. Although this symposium is restricted to health impacts, coverage

of this topic is far from all-inclusive. Figure 1 gives an indication of the

potential range of topics to be included in a health and safety analysis.

Health assessment requires the physical and chemical definition and

quantitatiou of emissions from each stage in an energy cycle, including

definition of the chemical transformation in transport and dispersion of these

emissions through air, water and food pathways. Dose-effect relationships

derived from epideoiological studies are needed, after definition by use of

metabolic models of the distribution of pollutants within man. This symposium

covers some elements for this assessment. Accordingly we have sessions on:

I. epidemiological indices for evaluating health Impacts; II.

interrelationships of various health, demographic, socioeconomlc, and

environmental energy data necessary for risk estimation and assessment of

health; IV. environmental transport and transformation of discharges from

energy, influencing the estimation of dose to persons; V. experimental

validation of the link between energy-associated effluents and biological

damage; VI. methods for quantitating and comparing health risks; VII. risk

analyses comparing different energy sources; VIII. new risk-assessment designs

for comparing health effects of different energy sources. Because of
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widespread interest, manifested in the contributions focused on this area, a

session [III] is devoted to radioactivity in coal; finally, a poster session

will cover various topics.

To measure the health costs of energy systems, the systems have to be put

in a coherent framework. Figure 2 diagrams energy production, distribution,

and use.1 It furthers analysis of costs and hazards for each stage. The

diagram includes: (1) nuclear power; (2) hydropower, geothermal, and solar;

(3) coal, crude oil and natural gas; an additional topic, (4) technologies

under development, could be included. Stages in the fuel cycles are: (1)

exploration and extraction; (2) refining and conversion; (3) transport and

storage; (4) central-station conversion; (5) transmission, distribution and

storage; (6) decentralized conversion; (7) utilizing device; (8) energy

services by demand sector. Most of these stages entail their own health

costs, some direct (e.g., risks of injury or death in mining), some indirect

(e.g., release of pollutants into air and water; thence into food chains,

etc.).

The range of information needed to calculate health effects of different

energy systems — emissions characterization, environmental transport,

transformation and dispersion, demography, effects studies, risk assessments,

comparisons — means that such assessment depends on more than merely the

assessors who make the final calculations. This principle I learned as a

research physician. Often, recognition is given only to the physician who

gives a drug to a patient; skimpy recognition is given those who developed and

tested it in the laboratory, thus enabling clinical trial. Similarly, in

assessing the health effects of different energy systems, we depend on the

research of those who characterized the emissions, chemical transformation,

and dispersion, etc., just as much as those who finally apply the
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statistically developed damage function: "It is not the final blow of the axe

which fells the tree."

Ideally, assessment of energy systems distils in scholarly fashion vast

technological and biological research. As part of science and scholarship,

the analysis and assessment must be as objective as humanly possible. Impact

-assessment should not be perverted by special interests to proselytize for one

form of energy over others.

Information on which to base risk assessment is often scanty. Even so,

organizing data so as to clarify choices among energy options and gauge the

uncertainties is a useful aid to decision-making. Since choices must be made

from among technologies, standardized comparisons are a must. For

technologies producing the same form of energy — e.g., electricity — a

standardized unit of production or production rate can be used, such as a

1,000-MWe power plant-year. When comparisons extend across technologies based

on different energy forms (e.g., coal-electric vs. coal-gasification vs.

coal-liquefaction) the proper comparison is not always obvious. Electricity,

gas, and oil having the same energy are not equivalent: they serve different

choices within the entire energy system tor all demands (Figure 2). Our

assessment must calculate risk for each component. Valid comparisons can be

made only between entire fuel cycles or between entire alternative energy

systems.

The great difficulty in risk assessment is how to compare qualitatively

different risks. There may be trade-offs among air, water, and land impacts;

between short-term and long-term risks; or between extraordinary and routine

risks. In comparing coal and nuclear-fuel cycles, for example, the high

probabilility of air-pollution impacts from coal (although uncertain in
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magnitude) must be compared with the low probability of catastrophic events

from nuclear energy. Quantitative analysis alone cannot tell how large a

certain, routine impact one is willing to accept to avoid an unlikely

catastrophe. Risk assessment would help separate scientific issues from value

issues in these very thorny technological problems, thus helping

decision-makers clarify their decisions.

If such assessments are so useful, why is the field so recent? Why do we

meet here as the first world-vide symposium? The developing information has

betn there, but pressures to organize coherently the results of research

— i.e., to assess the health risks of different energy sources ~ are

recent. Only just over nine years ago did the Division of Biomedical and

Environmental Research (DBER) of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC),

anticipating their forthcoming transformation into the U.S. Energy Research

and Development Administration (ERDA), evince interest in comparing the health

effects associated with alternative energy sources. Just eight years ago was

there funding for the work begun at Brookhaven. One reason for this lag was

that the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission was concerned with only nuclear power.

Comparative assessments would have required work on energy sources which could

have been criticized as outside its jurisdiction.

The historical fact is that the Division of Biomedical and Environmental

Research and its predecessors in the AEC, although they had supported most of

the important research on radiation, had no program which integrated their

research with assessment of the effects of radiation, and especially the

effects from the nuclear fuel cycle. Such needed assessments — at least of

the effects of radiation ~ were being carried out by national and

international bodies of competent experts such as the National and
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International Commissions on Radiation Protection (NCRP and ICRP), the

National Academy of Sciences Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing

Radiations (PEIR), and the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects

of Atomic Saaiation (UNSCEAR).

In effect the Division of Biomedical and Environmental Research of the

AEC had delegated responsibility for the assessment of the effects of

radiation to these national and international panels and supported their

activities directly or indirectly. But before World War II, consideration of

the hazards of radiation and of radiation protection was itself the

self-regulatory response of the medical radiological community to broad social

pressures brought to bear by the courts, the news media, and insurance

companies. UNSCEAR reflected world-wide concern about radioactive fall-out

from nuclear tests in the atmosphere. That the hazards of radiation were

usually considered apart from the nuclear technology itself may have

contributed to the little effect the precise calculations of risk — or the

upper limits of risk — seem to have had on people concerned about radiation

from the nuclear industry.

In the past and now, many of those engaged in the development and

deployment of energy technologies have been rather indifferent to health

assessments, even opposing them because they regarded their results as

potentially harmful to vaguely specified interests, and potentially increasing

their difficulties in deploying energy sources.

In many countries, health and environmental uncertainties about electric

power generation powerfully constrain development of electrical power. Global

increased energy needs, coupled with public debate on energy technologies, now

powerfully urge assessments of the implications for health of energy sources.
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Rational risk assessment has barely begun, and in some ways it must

compete with strongly-held subjective views commonly held about risk. Yet

subjective risk, estimation should not be deprecated: living is a continual

balancing of risks and benefits. But as the difficulty of choices increases,

subjective or individual experience won't do. Economists and psychologists

document that public responses to risk and benefit are not clearly rational.

Partly this stems from limited availability to the public of reliable

information. There is also the disparity between mathematical definitions and

Intuitive notions of risk. Everyday risks appear familiar and personal, hence

comprehensible; technological risks, particularly when they involve the

general public, seem abstract and forbiddingly impersonal. The widespread

risks of the past — hunger and pestilence — had an aura of comprehensible

inevitability; technological risks are set apart by their controllability:

since they involve conscious choices, they mirror existing conflicts of

financial and social motives.

With these considerations as preamble, let us turn to some brief examples

of how risk assessment has been applied to deal with the difficulties

enumerated. Urban mortality has been shown by vast research to correlate with

ambient air pollution. But linking damage to this or that component of

pollution has emerged as extraordinarily difficult, requiring the elaboration

of a host of analytical techniques — physical, chemical, and pathological.

The approach we have taken for estimating air pollution impacts from

fossil fuel combustion has been through construction of a probabilistic,

subjective sulfate health damage function.2 Sulfate appears to have the most

constant association with measured health impact; it is thus used as a

surrogate for overall air pollution. This damage function (Figure 3),
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reconciling the findings of several conflicting studies, expresses the

probability that any given linear coefficient represents the real correlation

between sulfate dose and excess deaths. It thus provides a way to deal

quantitatively with the uncertainty in damage rates in the literature.

For perspective, Figure 4 gives the U.S. causes of death.3 This shows

proportions of Americans dying of various causes ,in 1979, including estimated

fractions of each linked to smoking and alcohol. The estimates of deaths

linked to air pollution from coal combustion by utility and industrial sources

in 1975, using the above sulfate damage function, (~ 50,000 deaths, with a

range from 7,500 to 120,000*) were not assigned to category of death and so

are shown separately.

The next example deals with what 1 have referred to as the fuel cycle

approach: Figure 5 compares two power plants, each capable of producing 1000

megawatts of electricity with a 65% capacity factor. One is a typical nuclear

power plant, the other a coal-fired plant. The areas in the figures are

proportional to U.S. deaths per year for each component of the two fuel

cycles.5 Uncertainty is not indicated in the figure but can be found in the

original references.

This figure raises several questions that need further consideration. It

covers direct fuel cycle effects only — mining, transport, processing, and

electricity generation. This immediately raises the question of the

appropriate boundary of study and how to assess indirect effects, a topic we

will come to later. Comparisons between energy sources must use consistent

boundaries. The figure as a summary necessarily aggregates occupational and

public deaths. This ignores any differences in loss of life expectancy

associated with different causes of death. It also necessarily aggregates on

an actuarial basis the effects of rare catastrophic accidents. All these

require separate definition and, soae might argue, separate treatment and

consideration. Aa. already indicated, the figure gives no indication of

uncertainty.
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The data summed in Figure S did not come easily, nor are they to be

considered exact. Analysis of public health damage "from fossil-fuel use does

not have the long history of radiological health studies nor — until more

recently — the benefit of comparably accurate measurement techniques*

International comparisons of health impacts can be directly revealing.

Figure 6 shows fatal injuries per million miner-hours for underground coal

mines.6 U.S. mines averaged 1.0 - 1.3 deaths/106 person-hr until after

passage of the 1969 Coal Mine Health and Safety Act (CMHSA), which was

followed by a sharp drop in the mortality rate. Note that productivity levels

(tons produced per miner-hour) also dropped after passage of CMHSA, cancelling

out most of the gain in terms of fatalities per ton of coal produced.

Clearly, health effects of different energy sources depend directly on

the quantity and type of energy use. These vary greatly geographically. Thus

Figure 7 shows the share of fuelwood in the total energy consumption of

various countries and global regions. Fuelwood is the fourth largest

contributor to world energy supply after petroleum,.coal, and natural gas.

Close to half the world population, especially those living in rural and urban

areas of developing countries, depend for cooking and heating on fuel wood,

its derivative charcoal, or — in the absence of either of these — on

agricultural residues or dung. Fuelwood constitutes more than half the

world's consumption of wood, rising to 86Z in developing countries and 91Z in

Africa.7

Our studies of health effects of wood fuel use in the U.S., like our

anal7.iis of other energy sources, were based on the health effects of

supplying a unit amount of energy (e.g., that needed to provide heat for 106

dwelling-year8). Health effects were estimated In gathering, transport and

combustion stages.8 oil and coal alternatives were scaled from earlier

work (Figure 8). Figure 9 brings those rather abstract estimates down to ttvs
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level of an Individual. We calculated the total risk for a single dwelling

unit as though faced by a single Individual. The risk of death to this

individual associated with the gathering, transport, and burning of wood as

the sole source of heat for his home over 40 years Is expressed graphically as

the volume of a cluster of cubes.8 The total risk for the whole period is

~ 0.2Z. This can be compared with the risk of death in an automobile accident

during the same period of ~ 12.

In assessing the health effects of different energy sources we must take

into account comparison of societal and individual occupational risks for

different fuel cycles. Figure 10 shows how comparative risk to individuals

from energy technologies per unit of time exposed can differ from the relative

risk per unit of energy produced.' Wood pyrolysis is more dangerous to

workers in the industry than residential photovoltalcs, in this example, but

it requires far less labor per Btu delivered and accordingly has much lower

occupational impacts per unit of energy output. These are direct impacts, but

systemwide impacts show similar behavior.

In considering new and renewable sources of energy now receiving

attention, such as solar energy, wind power, and alcohol fuels, the idea of a

"fuel cycle" needs expansion to encompass industries such as solar

photovoltaics, where virtually no risk attaches to the operation of the device

but a substantial amount — often ignored — may be involved in its

manufacture.

Attempts were made to deal with this difficulty by expanding the fuel

cycle concept to include all stages in developing an energy system —

including the concrete that goes into the plant that manufactures the glass

for the solar collector. The issue of completeness has been addressed by
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noting that the backward analysis of manufacturing steps is equivalent to a

set of simultaneous equations, whose solution — if linear — is expressible

as a matrix of values. Such an approach is familiar to economists as

input-output analysis; and the appropriate numbers, showing how much each

economic activity draws on the others, have already been derived — although

for aggregate categories that may not exactly match the manufacturing steps

one wishes to scrutinize for measuring health damage. The result of this sort

of calculation is shown in Figure 11 for the direct and systemwide

occupational health risks of renewable energy technologies.

The figure compares the direct occupational impacts (fatalities) from a

variety of renewable energy technologies with the total impacts when the

entire range of supporting activities are included in the impact

analysis.5,9,10

A final example in our survey assessing the health effects of different

energy systems is the meaningful inclusion of uncertainty in the estimates.

Figure 12 displays some sources of uncertainty in estimating occupational

health effects (in terms of worker-days lost) of photovoltaic energy

8ystem8.11 Included are estimates of both extrinsic sources of uncertainty

(i.e., insolation, occupational statistics, inverter system) and intrinsic

sources (i.e., solar cell efficiency, lifetime, failure rate, labor

requirements). This was based on high, low, and expected estimates of the

various factors in photovoltaic energy systems. The figure serves as an

example and necessarily cannot include all uncertainty. The indicated

uncertainty from these sources can modify median base case estimates of

occupational injury estimates upward by a factor of ~ 3.3 or downward by ~

4.0. If extrinsic sources of uncertainty are eliminated, uncertainty is still

quite high, •» 2.2 upward or ~ 2.8 downward. Of the intrinsic sources of

uncertainty examined, significance Increases as follows: failure rate,

lifetime, efficiency, and labor demand. Other sources of uncertainty — e.g.,

effects of exposure to toxic chemicals — are not covered in this figure.
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No single method of comparative risk assessment in the energy industry is

fully satisfactory by itself; each has its limitations. One needs to compare

several methods if one is to improve the decision-making base for policymakers

and the public*

In conclusion, energy risk analysis has not yet progressed to where

biological damage mechanisms are well-enough understood. But by statistical

associations, degrees of impacts can be estimated. Progress has been made in

how to compare multiple alternatives for energy generation and use. As these

efforts continue, it becomes increasingly likely that the fruits of this

discipline, entering into the public consciousness, will influence

decision-makers.

I appreciate the honor the three agencies have paid me by the opportunity

to open this historic meeting. As a physician I am convinced that one only

lives once. I hope you will enjoy and profit from this meeting.
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LEGENDS FOR FIGURES

FIG. 1.

Health effects assessment: inputs and outputs.

FIG. 2.

Reference energy system for the U.S. in 1979.

FIG. 3.

BEAD probabilistic damage function (solid line) representing the range of

current estimates of sulfate health impact. The dashed curve is the

classical estimate (Student's t distribution with three degrees of freedom)

obtained by treating the results of four other regression studies as

independent estimates of the same slope.2

FIG. 4.

Proportion of Americans dying of various causes in 1979 (from Monthly Vital

Statistics Report, National Center for Health Statistics, March 18, 1981).

Fractions linked to smoking and alcohol, from Chemicals and Health, Report

of the Panel on Chemicals and Health of the President, Scientific Advisory

Committee, 1973, are for 1967 but were proportionally assigned here to 1979

data.3

FIG. 5.

Compares aggregated risk from nuclear and coal fuel cycles, normalized to a

1,000 MW(e) power plant with a 65% capacity factor. Shaded areas are

proportional to U.S. deaths per year for each component of the two fuel

cycles.5

FIG. 6.

Trends in mortality rates for U.S. and European coal mining experience,

1965-79.6



FIG. 7.

Share of fuelwood in the total energy consumption of various countries and

regions (India's share of fuelwood includes agricultural residues and

dung).7

FIG. 8.

Comparison of health effects of wood, oil, and coal supplying space heat for

1 million dwelling years (6 x 107 GJ heat or 8.8 x 10? GJ wood input at 69%

efficiency). ®

FIG. 9.

Equivalent individual risk of death, by cause, from 40 years1 operation of a

residential wood stove.8

FIG. 10.

Occupational risk per unit of time exposed vs. risk per unit of energy

produced. Wood pyrolysis compared with residential photovoltaics-^

FIG. 11.

Direct and systemwide occupational fatality risk from renewable energy

technologies.5 > 9,10

FIG. 12.

Uncertainty factors in occupational injury risk from projected photovoltaic

technology. The central portion represents factors intrinsic to the

technology Itself.11
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COMPARATIVE IMPACTS: NUCLEAR vs. COAL
(DEATHS PER YEAR PER 1,000 MW(e) POWERPLANT)

(UNCERTAINTY NOT SHOWN)
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REGIONAL DEPENDENCE ON WOOD ENERGY
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POLLUTION

•HOUSE FIRES

TRANSPORT (0.3)

FATHERINGmm.;.---.v>'i; EXTRACTION &
PROCESSING (0.04)-

AIR POLLUTION (1.0)^

(6.8)

WOOD OIL COAL
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RISK, TO A SINGLE PERSON, OF FATALITY DUE TO
SUPPLYING ONE DWELLING WITH WOOD-FUEL FOR 40 YEARS

TRANSPORT-1.2x10

FIRE-3.2x10

-5

-4

GATHERING-3.6x10
,-4

AIR P0LLUTI0N-9.2xl0-4

TOTAL = 1.6 xlO"3

For comparison:
Risk of auto accident death
in 40years in the US. - •••

9.5 x I0'3



INDIVIDUAL RISK vs. RISK PER Btu

WORKER DAYS
) LOST PER 100
PERSON YEARS
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LOST PER IO'2 Btu
ENERGY OUTPUT



DIRECT vs. SYSTEM -WIDE IMPACTS
RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES

(FATALITIES)
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SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY
PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM HEALTH EFFECTS

LOG UNCERTAINTY FACTOR
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